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Jmol: an open-source Java viewer for chemical 
structures in 3D

http://jmol.sourceforge.net/             web_version

http://jmol.sourceforge.net/
https://xn--n1afeh.xn--80abvyzg.xn--p1ai/%D0%BC%D0%BE%D0%BB%D0%B5%D0%BA%D1%83%D0%BB%D1%8B/
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Jmol supports lots of structure file formats (~100)
Main of them are XYZ and Crystallographic Information File (cif)
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But we love Jmol for VASP files supporting

POSCAR - input structure file
CONTCAR - output structure file

and even OUTCAR - output VASP file, 
which includes all the information about
DFT calculation
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Some useful tools in Jmol

Using Jmol console (File->Console) you are able to color background and 
atoms in your favorite colors. But do not get carried away too much, remember 
about the formal style when preparing figures for your scientific paper
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Some useful tools in Jmol

Using console you can manage the atomic size
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Some useful tools in Jmol

Double left-clicking on two atoms you can measure interatomic distance 
between them
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Some useful tools in Jmol

There was a little portion of Jmol’s capabilities, but it has a very wide 
functionality, which you can find on the package webpage.
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VESTA

https://jp-minerals.org/vesta/en/ 

VESTA is a 3D visualization 
program for structural models, 
volumetric data such as 
electron/nuclear densities, and 
crystal morphologies.

https://jp-minerals.org/vesta/en/
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VESTA’s advantageous 

- supporting CHG file format 

- more beautiful pictures for papers
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VESTA: style options

Objects tab allows us to manage 
style

1) Atoms: you can change atomic 
radii and colors

2) Bonds: you can change bond 
color, thickness and even switch 
off some of them

3) Polyhedra: you can change its 
color and switch off some of them
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VESTA: Charge isosurface visualization
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How can we get structure files?

Take info about structure from 
papers and create the file yourself

Take geometry file from structure 
database
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Crystal structure databases

crystallography database
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Materials Project 
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Materials Project database: LiCoO2
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Materials Project database: LiCoO2 (R-3m) card
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Materials Project database: LiCoO2 (R-3m) get a 
geometry file



Thx
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